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ACROSS
They eat and drink (8)1
Side dish, say, largely served with cooked 
lamb (6)

5

Roasted a side of meat marinated in wine (5)10
A time specified in quotation and Mac's 
support unit, perhaps (4-5)

11

Very timid, anxious person - bread vendor -
feels disturbed (6,2,6)

12

Tall type of male escort returned deposit (4)14
Powerful American cult mostly occupying 
ruin (8)

15

Retired member is set (3)18
Rough experience admitted by converted nuns 
(8)

19

Butchered rhino doesn't have one? (4)20
Get price cut by law after sailor's shooting 
exercise (6,8)

23

Adult died after breakdown of deep love (9)26
Mischievous characters filling Irishman's 
shoes? (5)

27

A large piece of land in street is off to one side 
(6)

28

A child used in plug may be appearing 
sometimes (8)

29

DOWN
Twelve caught insurgent sticking drug 
trafficker up? (10)

1

They go at rising top tennis player before final 
(9)

2

Small pool's diameter doubled when enclosed 
with pipe (6)

3

Count on finishing dilapidated vehicle with 
front-end missing (6)

4

General muscles stretch (8)6
Check a place overgrown with bushes and 
shrubs (5)

7

Woman and young man marry finally (4)8
Early missionary carrying in fellow causing 
distress (7)

9

Discarded piece of fruit or waste consumed by 
good child (6-4)

13

Employees abbreviated computer list (3)15
Relatives leave with crazy person outside 
watching (7,2)

16

Scaly ant-eater quietly shuffled along and in 
(8)

17

Police detested perverted tapes seized in 
function (7)

18

Newlywed keeping back to gathering is cross 
(6)

21

Doctor kicked out of Red Cross wrongly 
obtains drugs (6)

22

Small bone fragments found in Roman village 
(5)

24

Plan is not quite perfect (4)25


